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and our clients with the latest 
technology

hardware and software that meets our 
customer needs



THE NEW STANDARD IN MESSAGING

No more running around trying to find staff members. 
The highest level of service requires the highest quality 
paging system on the market
Imagine managing an entire Club or Restaurant. Oh wait, you might not have to imagine 
that. You've got customers coming and going, staff walking around all over the place, 
multiple machines buzzing, and a hierarchy of to-dos in your head at all times. The only sane 
way to manage all this, is to have the most efficient paging system possible that ties it all 
together.  NotifyMe is the messaging system that is so efficient and powerful, that you will 
start using it for all your communication requirements.

NotifyMe includes Paging Watches for all your staff, Call Buttons for patrons and numerous 
other integrated devices such as temperature sensing devices. NotifyMe integrates with all 
your hospitality, gaming and personal devices, making NotifyMe an incredibly powerful tool 
for your business - everything in a single interface, and collating all this into a central 
dashboard.



Instantly more efficient service

you receive a notification via your smartphone, SMS or paging device. Now you can ensure 
that your staff members can attend to your guests in the most efficient and timely manner 

service that you can provide when your staff are connected through NotifyMe.
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Power Features



Better service. Lower costs.
The truly amazing thing about the NotifyMe system is that, while it increases the quality of 
service, it simultaneously decreases the costs of service and saves money.

With NotifyMe, staff and managers spend less of their time trying to find each other. But most 
significantly, staff can be co-ordinated in an harmonious, streamlined manner that previous 
managers could only have dreamed of.

NotifyMe is a top-of-the-line paging solution with a reasonable price. But, when you factor in 
the efficiency gains, it will pay itself off many times over.

Notify Me is designed to be used by any enterprise, including:

Cafes counters

Aged Care

NotifyMe Bistro Paging Kits:

Notify Me can integrate with virtually any device that your enterprise uses.

NotifyMe is the new standard in hospitality 
messaging. One system for all your 

communication needs.



Quickly and Efficiently locate guests in your venue
Searching for guests in your venue can be frustrating, time-wasting and can result in a poor 
guest experience. Our LocateMe table tracking system takes the guesswork out of hospitality 
service. It will increase your staff efficiency, and also make your guests feel that they are 
being attended to by a service that is fast, efficient and cares about them.

Order

Hand your guest a 
Smart Table Flag 
when they order

Relax

Guests can wander 
your venue finding 
their preferred 
location

Locate

Staff view the 
location of the guest 
on any web-browser

Deliver

Food and drinks are 
delivered fast and 
fresh.



Scalable for 
venues of all sizes

No charging 
stations

Actionable 
analytics

Track guests, not 
tables!

No equipment, no 
clutter

Choose from 3 Options

Zonal

Detection between 

Micro-Zonal

Detection within 

Pinpoint

Detection within 



Our Lightning Warning System detects lightning risk by measuring the electrical fields around 
your golf course and combining this with breaking meteorological data. To notify your 
management and guests, it integrates with a plethora of devices. It can send your managers 

siren for guests on the course.

There will no longer be any guesswork, human error or stress involved in 
safeguarding your players. Constantly checking the weather update will be a thing of the 
past. The safety of your golfers will be continuously monitored and incredibly precise.

is visibly overcast to start working.

Lightning Warning 
System
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(International)
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1300 781 224
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Australia
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